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Thomson Recirculating Ball Screws 
Broad range of precision products providing a “just right” solution

Thomson has manufactured ball screws and nuts for more than 50 years in Europe. 
Thanks to our quality management and culture of continuous improvement, we can 
offer the highest levels of performance, quality and reliability. Our products are used 
in high-precision machines and some of the most demanding industrial applications.

Superior Precision 
Thomson ball screws are manufactured using 
patented, German-engineered Precision Screw 
Forming Technology (PST), which provides an 
accuracy of 23 microns/300 mm as standard and  
12 microns/300 mm upon request.

Standard and Custom Offerings
The materials used to manufacture ball screws are 
critical to their performance. Thomson has decades 
of experience working with a wide range of standard 
and non-standard materials. Our experts can 
recommend the materials or coatings best suited for 
your application. 

Reliability and Consistent Performance
Thomson has a background in flight-critical aerospace 
and defense applications that uniquely positions us 
to provide the highest levels of quality across all of 
our ball screw products. Our engineering laboratory 
performs qualification testing for performance against 
applicable DIN and ISO standards as well as a wide 
variety of custom configurations. 

Broad Range for Almost Any Application Needs 
Our line of ball screws comes in a wide range of 
diameters and leads. Ball nuts are available in a 
variety of standard and non-standard configurations, 

which can be pre-loaded upon request. Patented 
manufacturing processes and designs provide 
accuracy and repeatability at an economical price. 

Our varied product range is bound to contain the 
right drive for virtually any linear motion task: from 
miniature screws for efficient medical devices to 
machine tool screws requiring ultra accuracy, high 
speed and structural stiffness.

Regardless of the technical challenge, Thomson can 
supply a ball screw to match the most demanding 
requirements for load, speed, stiffness, accuracy, 
and life.



Consistent Quality and Delivery
A combination of advanced engineering and 
proprietary manufacturing processes consistently 
exceed performance, precision and life versus 
comparable ball screws. 

Application Support
Not all ball screws are alike. Differences in design, 
quality, materials, manufacturing and application 
support are all factors that affect their performance 
and extend their lives. 

Thomson field sales and applications engineering 
personnel are skilled at evaluating your 
requirements and designing assemblies that fit your 
needs. They can also quickly and knowledgeably 
address application concerns and recommend 
solutions.
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Applications 

Injection Molding, Pressing and Metal 
Fabrication Machines
•  Ball screws are necessary to handle high 

loads in a short stroke.
• Precision ball screws are required to 

control system accuracy  
and product tolerances.

Large Fabrication Machines 
•  Examples include mills, water jets,   
 plasma cutters and automatic welders.
• Ball-screw-driven horizontal and vertical  
 axes must move heavy loads accurately  
 and safely, while providing long and   
 reliable life with minimum maintenance.

With more than 50 years in the ball screw business, Thomson can help you find the 
best suitable solution for your heavy duty application.
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Robotics and Factory Automation
• No matter the size, stroke or load capacity of 
  the  ball screw needed, high accuracy as well as
  smooth and quiet travel are important.

Medical Devices
•  Examples include patient handling, ergonomics  
 and critical system actuation.
•  Smooth, quiet and precise drives are necessary  
 for today’s advanced medical imaging systems to  
 provide accurate diagnostics for patients. 

Aircraft and Vehicle Construction
• The familiar sound we hear during air travel 

is the reliable operation of ball screws driving 
flight-critical systems such as flaps, stabilizers, 
landing gear, hatches and fly-by-wire systems. 

• Consistent quality control, engineering expertise 
and product excellence are critical for these 
applications.
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Ball Screws

Rolled Ball Screws 
Rolled ball screw shafts are manufactured using 
our patented, German-engineered Precision Screw 
Forming Technology (PST) manufacturing process, 
which provides consistent accuracy of 23 µm/300 
mm standard and 12 µm/300 mm upon request.

Rolled Ball Screw Assemblies
Thomson rolled ball screw assemblies are available 
in a wide range of diameters, leads and nut styles 
–  all designed to provide quiet, smooth and efficient 
performance at an affordable price. They are ideal for 
machining centers, factory automation, packaging, 
injection molding, wood-working, water-jet cutting, 
electronic assembly and medical applications.

Whirled Ball Screws
Whirling is a hard turning process that provides an 
affordable alternative to grinding when applications 
require higher precision levels than is achievable 
by thread rolling. Whirled ball screw shafts are 
available in tolerance classes up to P3.

Ground Ball Screws
When your application requires the highest level of 
positional accuracy, Thomson can thread grind the 
ball form to ensure performance meets specification.
Ground ball screw shafts are available in tolerance 
classes up to P0.

Thomson offers precision-manufactured rolled, whirled and ground ball screws 
featuring a proprietary gothic arch thread profile designed to maximize load 
capacity and life.
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Ball Nuts

Ball Nut Mounting Alternatives 
Thomson offers flanged ball nuts that are attached via 
a set of mounting holes or cylindrical nuts that have a 
keyway or external thread. Custom interfaces such as 
trunnions and nut housings are also available. 

Ball Recirculation Systems 
Thomson manufactures ball nuts with three different 
ball recirculation systems depending on the diameter 
and lead of the ball screw shaft in use.

Single Return and Multi Liner
After each turn, the balls are lifted from the shaft raceway and 
set back by a single turn. Our return systems are made from 
glass-fiber reinforced plastic or steel to guarantee precise, 
gentle recirculation of the balls.

1

2

3

Thomson offers a wide breadth of ball nut configurations to seamlessly interface 
to the application. Most ball nuts have profiled wiper rings to reduce the escape of 
lubricant and prevent the ingress of dirt.

Channel Return  
After several turns, the balls are returned either by a patented 
plastic recirculation system integrated into the nut or through 
channels also integrated into the nut using steel inserts.

End-Cap Return
The balls are recirculated via two special end caps and return 
channels integrated into the nut.
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Design Considerations and Customization

Selecting a ball screw assembly for a specific application is often about finding the 
smallest and most cost-effective solution that does the job. While it may seem like 
the same process every time, no two applications are alike, so it is important to 
consider the unique circumstances during the design phase. 

This list shows the most common design 
considerations used to select a ball screw assembly:

• Compression or tension load 
• Linear velocity 
• Positional accuracy and repeatability
• Required life expectancy 
• Mounting configuration
• Dimensional constraints 
• Input power requirements
• Environmental conditions

At a minimum, the required load, linear velocity 
and positional accuracy should be known in order 
to calculate the diameter, lead and load capacity 
of the ball screw assembly. Individual ball screw 
components are then selected based on life, 
dimensional constraints, mounting configuration and 
environmental conditions.

Thomson also provides a range of accessories such as 
bearings, end supports and covers, making it easier to 
find a suitable solution for your application.

Customization and White Paper Designs
Thomson offers the most complete line of industrial 
ball screws but often applications require unique 
solutions that cannot be solved off-the-shelf.
Our engineering expertise and capabilities to 
manufacture custom engineered solutions, including 
small batches, also addresses special application 
requirements. 

We frequently develop and ship ball screw 
assemblies that have been altered in one or several 
ways such as:

• Custom sized screws and nuts
• Custom end machining
• Custom materials
• Custom surface treatment
• Custom assemblies
• Custom services

Support 
At www.thomsonlinear.com/bs you can find help and 
information on how to select a ball screw solution 
for your motion task. If you don’t find what you are 
looking for or need application engineering support, 
please contact customer support at sales.europe@
thomsonlinear.com or call +49 7022 504 403.
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Sizing and Selection Process

SOLUTION
Contact Thomson 
+49 7022 504 403
sales.europe@thomsonlinear.com

Thomson application engineers convert your application questions and 
specifications into a final solution using an iterative process as illustrated below. 
Every piece of data is then engineered to filter down the solution set into an 
optimized product.

LOAD, LIFE AND SPEED?
Determine Ball Screw Lead and Diameter.

DISTANCE BETWEEN SUPPORTS, STROKE LENGTH
AND ORIENTATION?

Determine Ball Screw Length, Critical Speed and Required Power.

ACCURACY, REPEATABILITY AND STIFFNESS?
Determine Ball Screw Type and Ball Nut Preload Configuration.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS?
Determine Overall Suitability, Material Choices, Sealings, Surface 

Treatments, Wipers and Lubrication.

DIMENSIONAL AND MOUNTING CONSIDERATIONS?
Determine Screw and Nut Interfaces, Supports, Assemblies

and Other Options and Accessories.
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Ball Screw Size Chart

The Thomson ball screw range complies with DIN 69051 and ISO 3408. All ball 
nuts, both flanged and cylindrical, are available with connections complying with 
DIN specifications. Every shaft can be supplied with customized end journals, and 
upon request, customers can order screws with an annealed end for machining 
their own end journal.

Ball Screw Type vs Diameter and Lead Availability

Ball Screw Diameter [mm]
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4 •

5 • • • • • • • • • • •

10 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

12 •

15 • • •

20 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

25 • • • • • • • • • • • •

30 • • • • • •

32 •

40 • • • •

50 • •

Rolled
Ground/Whirled 
Heavy Duty Ground/Whirled (load up to 1500 kN dynamic / 6000 kN static)
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How to Order

This ordering key provides an overview of available Thomson metric ball screws. 
To explore additional technical resources and options, contact Thomson customer 
support at www.thomsonlinear.com/contact.

Ordering Key Example

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

KGT – D – 20 05 – T7 – RH – K 105 – 1003 – K 025 – F  – E – EE – R – 0

(1) Standard screw end forms available: C, D, F, H, J, L, S, T, W, B, Z 
(2) Only required when using screw end type G or K.
(3) Preloaded double nut made of a combination of a flanged (F) or/and a cylindrical (M) nut.
(4) According to ISO 3408.

1. Product Group

KGT Complete Ball Screw Assembly

2. Nut Type

D DIN69051

N Thomson Neff

G Cylindrical

L  Shifted

S  Special

12. Nut Form

F Flanged

M Cylindrical

FM F + M (3)

FF F + F (3)

MM M + M (3)

13. Return System

E Single Liner

M Multi Liner

D End Cap

K Channel

14. Wiper

EE Elastomer

KK Plastic

00 No Wiper

ZZ For Spring Cover

7. Screw End 1

Standard Forms (1)

G Annealed End

K Custom

X Cut Only

15. Screw Type

R Rolled

W  Whirled 

G Ground

10. Screw End 2

Standard Forms (1)

G Annealed End

K Custom

X Cut Only

3. Diameter

xx Millimeters

8. End Length 1 (2)

xxx Millimeters

11. End Length 2 (2)

xxx Millimeters

9. Overall Length

xxxx Millimeters

4. Lead

xx Millimeters

5. Lead Accuracy 

P0, P3, P5, T5 or T7 (4)

6. Thread Direction

RH Right Hand

LH Left Hand

16. Special

0  No

1 Yes
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